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rincoplus40 & syma32
/syma14

corner solutions/rincoplus40

Rincoplus is a system which converts corner cabinet into 100% accessible space through a door or two, achieving
an optimal storage. Its wide range of finishes and customization options allow creating both contemporary style
spaces and classic designs.

profile handles/syma32
/syma14
The range of Syma profiles presents diverse models
of handle with a wide variety of finishes as well as
metal terminals that provide a soft touch at the ends.
A perfect proposal to achieve doors and drawer
fronts in many styles, textures and colors.
The
combination
of
Syma32
with
its
complementary Syma14 simulates a gola style
allowing an independent opening between the
upper and lower front. Besides, its vertical installation
is ideal for closets.

compact32 & syma32 inglete
/syma2 inglete

corner solutions/compact32

Compact32 is a system which converts corner cabinet into 100% accessible space through a door or two,
achieving an optimal storage. Its wide range of finishes allow creating both contemporary style spaces and classic
designs.

profile handles/syma32inglete
/syma2inglete
The range of Syma profiles presents diverse models
of handle with a wide variety of finishes as well as
metal terminals that provide a soft touch at the ends.
A perfect proposal to achieve doors and drawer
fronts in many styles, textures and colors.
The combination of Syma32 inglete with its
complementary Syma2 inglete simulates a gola style
allowing an independent opening between the
upper and lower front. Besides, its vertical installation
is ideal for closets.

corner solutions/rincoplus40

Rincoplus is a system which converts corner cabinet into 100% accessible space through a door or two, achieving
an optimal storage. Its wide range of finishes and customization options allow creating both contemporary style
spaces and classic designs.

gola system/flat gola
profile handles/syma2inglete

rincoplus40
flat gola
syma2 inglete

Flat gola system and syma2 inglete handle form together an excellent match for designs in line with the most
current trends. Choose the style which best suits you thanks to its wide range of finishes. In addition, its vertical
installation is ideal for closets.

Rincoplus40 customization
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gola system/flat gola

Flat Gola profile
Rincoplus40
Syma2inglete

Flat Gola Profile of Rincomatic is an ideal choice
to get a modern and minimalist project. With this
profile, you can alternate between horizontal and
vertical application in any of your designs.
Its wide range of finishes allows innumerable
combinations.

Handle/Sugo

Syma2Inglete is an almost invisible profile
handle that keeps characteriscal straight lines of a
contemporary design. Certainly, an ideal opening
alternative for Flat Gola profile.

Profile handle/Syma2inglete

Sugo is an elegant and cutting-edge handle that
Rincomatic offers as alternative for a comfortable
opening of doors or drawers.

profile handles /syma50 customizable
/syma16
The design of Syma50 makes possible to achieve a homogeneous
finish between the door and the handle thanks to its customization
option.
Together with its complementary Syma16 simulate a gola style
allowing an independent opening between the upper and lower front.
Besides, its vertical installation is ideal for closets.

syma50 customizable
/syma16

Traditional Gola profile

gola system/traditional gola
Traditional Gola system of Rincomatic provides a modern style of seamless and minimalist lines. It does not
require the installation of handles, obtaining a clean look kitchen.

gola system/customizable gola
Customizable Gola system of Rincomatic is a
flat gola profile that offers the possibility of being
customized. This feature allows the creation of unique
designs.

Profile handle/Syma2inglete

Handle/Sugo

Customizable Gola
Syma2inglete

Syma2Inglete is an almost invisible profile
handle that keeps characteriscal straight lines of a
contemporary design. Certainly, an ideal opening
alternative for Customizable Gola profile.

Sugo is an elegant and cutting-edge handle that
Rincomatic offers as alternative for a comfortable
opening of doors or drawers.

corner solutions

choose the most suitable corner solution for you
rincoplus40 standard

rincoplus40 customizable

rincoplus40 inset

do it
yourself

rincoplus40 overlay

rincobasic40

rincobasic40 standard

compact32

rincobasic40 customizable

do it
yourself

finishes
rincoplus40

syma32
/syma14

RincoBasic40

plata mate
matt silver
argent mat

inox - champagne
inox - champagne
inox - champagne

antracita
anthracite
anthracite

blanco brillo
gloss white
blanc brillant

negro brillo
gloss black
noir brillant

blanco mate
matt white
blanc mat

syma32 inglete
/syma2 inglete

syma2 inglete

negro mate
matt black
noir mat
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chrome effect
efect chrome
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matt black
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anthracite

gola profiles
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Practical ideas for cabinetry
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Los colores de producto mostrado pueden
tener variaciones con la realidad

Colours shown within this brochure may
vary slightly from the actual colours.

Les couleurs reproduits dans cette brochure
peuvent différer des couleurs réelles.
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